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A flowing afterglow apparatus for infrared chemiluminescence studies of ion-molecule reactions has been successfully constructed, made operational, and two key new experiments completed in the first year of this grant.

(continued, over)
The kinetics and infrared chemiluminescence of the proton abstraction reactions

\[
\text{Cl}^- + \text{HBr} \rightarrow \text{HCl}(v=1) + \text{Br}^-
\]  \quad (1)

\[
\text{Cl}^- + \text{HI} \rightarrow \text{HCl}(v=2,1) + \text{I}^-
\]  \quad (2)

have been studied. The rate constant for reaction (1) was measured to be \(7.6 \times 10^{-10} \, \text{cm}^3 \, \text{molecule}^{-1} \, \text{s}^{-1}\) and bromide ion was determined to be the only ionic product. Infrared emission from vibrationally excited HCl was observed at 3.5 \(\mu\) with the precise frequency and shape of the ion modulation. The emission intensity is directly proportional to chloride ion density, exhibits the proper dependence on HBr concentration and is completely blocked by an HCl gaseous filter, confirming that only \(v=1\) is populated.

For reaction (2) the rate constant was determined to be \(4.8 \times 10^{-10} \, \text{cm}^3 \, \text{molecule}^{-1} \, \text{s}^{-1}\) and iodide was confirmed to be the only ionic product. The distribution of \(v=2/v=1\) in HCl was determined to be 0.26/0.74. Both results indicate close similarity to the high levels of vibrational excitation and distributions observed in analogous neutral atom abstraction reactions.
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A flowing afterglow apparatus for infrared chemiluminescence studies of ion-molecule reactions has been successfully constructed, made operational, and two key new experiments completed in the first year of this grant. Figure 1 illustrates the major components of this device. The apparatus consists of a gas handling system, a stainless steel flow tube in which ion production and reaction occur, an infrared detection system with signal averaging equipment for monitoring vibrational chemiluminescence, a quadrupole mass filter for analysis and detection of the ionic species, and a 1600 CFM Roots blower backed by a mechanical pump for maintaining the large gas flow velocities.

In a typical experiment, purified helium buffer gas (0.3 torr) is pumped at high velocity (80 m/sec) through the flow tube and serves to define the fluid dynamics and diffusion properties of the system. Small flows of other gases (e.g., CCl₄ to generate Cl⁻) are also added at the upstream end where ionization is effected by electron impact in the ionizer assembly. The resulting plasma flows about 20 cm before introduction of the neutral reactant to allow development of a laminar profile, to bring the ions to thermal equilibrium and to attenuate higher diffusion modes. The neutral reactant (e.g., HBr) is added through the radial inlets or movable inlet ports. At the end of the reaction region, most of the reaction mixture is exhausted through the large Roots pumping system. A fraction of the plasma is sampled through a small orifice in a molybdenum cone, the ions are separated by a quadrupole mass filter and detected with a Ceratron electron multiplier. By appropriate choice of the sign of the applied voltages in the...
detection system, either positive or negative ions may be sampled, analyzed and detected. Kinetic data are obtained, as with a conventional flowing afterglow system, by monitoring the total ion spectrum as a function of experimental parameters.

For detection of infrared chemiluminescence, a set of guard rings or a mesh grid are employed in the upstream section of the flow tube to provide a pulsed field region for separation of the ions from radical and metastable species. The neutral reactant is added downstream of this ion separation region and infrared emission is observed through port windows and appropriate filters by a large area InSb or Ge:Cu detector. To date all experiments have been performed with the indium antimonide detector. The copper-doped germanium detector will be housed in a liquid helium cryostat which incorporates field of view apertures and cooled circular variable filters for background reduction and for scanning of infrared emission spectra. The output of these detectors is digitized and signal-averaged for complete time development signals, or alternatively is sampled with a lock-in amplifier for maximum detection of weak signals. The lock-in signal is recorded in the multichannel averager as a function of circular variable filter position to obtain spectra.

This device has all the capabilities of a conventional flowing afterglow. After initial calibrations and tests for leak-tightness and proper operation, the accuracy of the system for quantitative kinetic measurements was examined. The rate constant for the reaction

\[
\text{He}^+ + \text{N}_2 \rightarrow \text{N}_2^+ + \text{He}
\]

\[
\rightarrow \text{N}^+ + \text{N} + \text{He}
\]

was determined under a variety of experimental conditions and the resulting value \(1.4 \times 10^{-9} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}\) is in very good agreement with those
from other laboratories. These experiments also established that the radial inlets provided perfectly uniform gas addition since the end correction was determined to be zero.

Proper operation of the ion separation region is essential for distinguishing between infrared emission from the products of ion-molecule processes and emission arising from neutral reactions or excited species. A variety of experiments was performed to determine the best conditions for ion separation and several general conclusions were reached: 1) The lowest voltage (~10-15 V) which effects 100% ion modulation should be employed. Higher potentials cause collisional detachment of negative ions to generate electrons and radicals. The enhanced radical concentration and subsequent reactions can seriously obscure the ion signals. 2) Asymmetrical square waves, in which ions are transmitted for 95% of the cycle, are most effective. This minimizes ion "pile-up" and allows use of low voltages. 3) Modulation frequencies of about 50 Hz are optimum. At higher frequencies axial diffusion mixes the ion pulses while lower frequencies unnecessarily lengthens the data acquisition time. 4) Under comparable conditions, the mesh grid always provided more complete ion modulation than did the guard rings.

Our first detailed study of infrared chemiluminescence has been the gas phase proton abstraction reactions

\[ \text{Cl}^- + \text{HBr} \rightarrow \text{HCl}(v=1) + \text{Br}^- \quad \Delta H = -8.3 \text{ kcal/mole ,} \quad (2) \]

\[ \text{Cl}^- + \text{HI} \rightarrow \text{HCl}(v=2,1) + \text{I}^- \quad \Delta H = -17.6 \text{ kcal/mole .} \quad (3) \]

These reactions were chosen for a variety of reasons. The generation of copious amounts of chloride ions is straightforward. The neutral reactants are commercially available, stable compounds. The reaction rates, although previously not measured, were expected to be rapid, and a single reaction
pathway is predicted. Moreover the infrared spectrum of HCl has been well characterized and the necessary data can be obtained with the InSb detector. Finally, these reactions provide a very important data base for comparison to analogous neutral reaction processes used in chemical lasers.

\[ \text{Cl}^- + \text{HBr} \]

The reaction rate constant was measured to be \( k = 7.6 \times 10^{-10} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) (Figure 2) and bromide ion was determined to be the only ionic product. Infrared emission from vibrationally excited HCl was observed at 3.5 \( \mu \)m, with the precise frequency and shape of the ion modulation (Figure 3). The time interval between the infrared emission signal and the detected ion signal exactly reflects the ion flow time from the infrared port window to the mass spectrometer. The HCl infrared emission intensity is directly proportional to chloride ion density and exhibits proper dependence on hydrogen bromide concentration (Figure 4). In Figure 4 the infrared emission increases with HBr addition until complete reaction of chloride ion is achieved; beyond this endpoint of maximum production of hydrogen chloride, no further increase in chemiluminescence is seen. Upon introduction of an HCl gaseous filter, all emission was blocked confirming that only \( v=1 \) had been populated. This result is consistent with predictions based on the exothermicity of the reaction.

\[ \text{Cl}^- + \text{HI} \]

The rate constant for this reaction was determined to be \( k = 4.8 \times 10^{-10} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) and iodide was found to be the only ionic reaction product. By using a variety of filters (for which transmission vs. wavelength was separately calibrated) and an HCl gas filter, we have determined that the
distribution of v=2/v=1 in HCl is 0.26/0.74. Experiments are presently underway to estimate the fraction of total exothermicity which goes into vibrational excitation; moreover infrared emission will be viewed at successive port windows to confirm the observation of initial vibrational distributions. We also plan to examine the effect of increased kinetic energy of chloride ion, imparted in the drift region, on the vibrational product state distribution.

These initial studies have already demonstrated the tremendous power and versatility of the infrared chemiluminescence flowing afterglow system. The opportunities for further research are enormous. We plan to study infrared emission from hydrogen fluoride and hydrogen bromide formed by proton abstraction reactions similar to eq. (2) and (3):

\[
\begin{align*}
F^- + HCl & \rightarrow Cl^- + HF(v) \quad \Delta H = -36.8 \text{ kcal/mole}, \quad (4) \\
F^- + HBr & \rightarrow Br^- + HF(v) \quad \Delta H = -45.0 \text{ kcal/mole}, \quad (5) \\
F^- + HI & \rightarrow I^- + HF(v) \quad \Delta H = -54.3 \text{ kcal/mole}, \quad (6) \\
Br^- + HI & \rightarrow I^- + HBr(v) \quad \Delta H = -9.3 \text{ kcal/mole}. \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

Associative detachment reactions forming the hydrogen halides will also be studied:

\[
\begin{align*}
F^- + H & \rightarrow HF(v) + e^- \quad \Delta H = -55.0 \text{ kcal/mole}, \quad (8) \\
Cl^- + H & \rightarrow HCl(v) + e^- \quad \Delta H = -18.3 \text{ kcal/mole}, \quad (9) \\
Br^- + H & \rightarrow HBr(v) + e^- \quad \Delta H = -10.0 \text{ kcal/mole}. \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

The generation of hydrogen halides by these energetically and mechanistically different routes will provide much interesting dynamical information.

Another source of vibrationally excited hydrogen halides is ion-ion recombination, an area of immense theoretical interest and practical importance in the atmosphere. For example, the rapid dissociative recombination of ammonium ion with chloride ion

\[
\begin{align*}
NH_4^+ + Cl^- & \rightarrow NH_3 + HCl \quad \Delta H = -122 \text{ kcal/mole} \quad (11)
\end{align*}
\]
is extremely exothermic and should generate HCl and NH₃ in highly excited vibrational levels. Detection of these vibrational emissions using the infrared chemiluminescence flowing afterglow will represent the first direct detection of the products of an ion-ion recombination process. The large energy released in this reaction is especially intriguing since it will allow probing of the high vibrational levels inaccessible by neutral-neutral or ion-neutral processes.

A number of reactions which produce NO⁺ in disturbed atmospheres, possibly in vibrationally excited states, will be an important area of study with our apparatus. For example, we will determine the extent of vibrational excitation and lifetimes of vibrationally excited NO⁺ produced by reactions such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    O^+ + N_2 & \rightarrow NO^+ + N \\
    N^+ + O_2 & \rightarrow NO^+ + O.
\end{align*}
\]

A particularly interesting and versatile anion for infrared chemiluminescence studies is the hydride ion, H⁻. This species is involved in several intriguing associative detachment reactions:

\[
\begin{align*}
    H^- + CO & \rightarrow HCO + e^- & \Delta H = -11.9 \text{ kcal/mole}, \\
    H^- + NO & \rightarrow HNO + e^- & \Delta H = -32.0 \text{ kcal/mole}, \\
    H^- + Cl & \rightarrow HCl + e^- & \Delta H = -85.0 \text{ kcal/mole}.
\end{align*}
\]

The last reaction is related to the well studied associative detachment reaction of hydrogen atoms and halide ions (eq. 9). We have recently begun a study of the reaction of hydride ion with a pair of organic neutrals:

\[
\begin{align*}
    H^- + CF_3Cl & \rightarrow HCF_3 + Cl^- & \Delta H = -57.5 \text{ kcal/mole}, \\
    H^- + CD_3Cl & \rightarrow HCD_3 + Cl^- & \Delta H = -87.4 \text{ kcal/mole}.
\end{align*}
\]

While these are rather simple chemical processes, they represent exceedingly complex dynamical problems. We seek to observe infrared chemiluminescence
from CHF$_3$ and CHD$_3$. In both cases the newly formed bond is between carbon and hydrogen; the C-H frequency at 3000 cm$^{-1}$ is well separated from the rest of the molecular vibrations. This fact and a number of other considerations indicate that we should be able to observe infrared emission before intra-mode vibrational scrambling sets in. These systems therefore represent an excellent starting point for a partial unravelling of the underlying dynamical framework of organic ion-molecule reactions. Preparatory to these experiments we have studied the means of H$^-$ production in helium and argon buffer gases. The heavier buffer gas is essential for minimizing V-T processes in vibrationally excited polyatomic product molecules.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of flowing afterglow apparatus constructed for wavelength resolved infrared emission studies of ion-molecule reactions. Major modifications to detect infrared emission from vibrationally excited products of ion-molecule reactions include port windows, optimization for optical detection, ion modulation region (consisting of a fine mesh grid across the flow tube), ion drift region, and wavelength-resolved background limited infrared detector.

Figure 2. Logarithm of chloride ion intensity (counts/second) versus flux of HX neutral reactant (SCCM). Helium pressure = 0.4 torr, helium flow = 10.4 SLPM, reaction length = 55 cm. For upper line, HX = HI and $k = 4.5 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$ molecule$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. For lower line, HX = HBr and $k = 7.7 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$ molecule$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$.

Figure 3. Ion modulation signals:
(a) Voltage pulse on grid, 0 to -10 V, applied to momentarily stop Cl$^-$ ions.
(b) Pulsed modulation of HCl(v) infrared chemiluminescence as a result of the decreased Cl$^-$ concentration.
(c) Pulsed modulation of Cl$^-$ counts in mass spectrometer.

The infrared signal and ion counts occur later in time because of the time required to traverse the flow tube. The infrared and ion signals show appreciably greater width due to axial diffusion of the ions to fill in the dip created by the pulsed modulation.

Figure 4. Relative HCl infrared emission intensity versus flow of HBr (SCCM), demonstrating that the entire chemiluminescence signal is due to the ion-molecule reaction of Cl$^-$ + HBr since the signal limits with the proper rate constant for the ion-molecule reaction.
Fig. 4